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Abstract—In this paper, reduced rating dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) with the fuzzy logic controller is analyzed by using Total Harmonic distortions (THDs). Different voltage injection schemes are used to reduce the rating of voltage source inverter (VSC) used in DVR. The reference load voltage is assessed utilizing the unit vectors. Synchronous reference frame theory is used for transformation of voltages. A battery storage system is used for energy optimization. The problem associated with conventional PI controller is eliminated by the fuzzy logic controller. Voltage sag, swell, and harmonics are compensated using a reduced rating DVR. This paper presents the modeling and simulation of DVR using MATLAB/SIMULINK.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent, power quality issue is a major problem in a distribution system[1], due to expanded utilization of nonlinear loads and process industries. Because of these nonlinear loads power quality issues like voltage harmonics in supply voltage, voltage sags & swells are arise. Custom power devices like dynamic voltage restorer (DVR), distribution static compensators (DSTATCOM) and unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) are raised to improve power quality problems. These custom power devices are introduced at the consumer point to meet the power quality issues. A dynamic voltage restorer can compensate the load voltage from the problems like voltage harmonics, voltage sags & swells.

Voltage sags & swells and voltage harmonics[9] are always not possible to eliminate because of finite clearing time of the fault. If these are not eliminated the device may damage or the entire system may collapse. So we have to protect each and every component of the system by a protective device. If it is done, the power system network may become bulky and complicated. So another solution to this provides an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) for longer power interruptions and a DVR is placed on the incoming supply for shorter power interruptions. The design of self-supported DVR is discussed in [6].

2. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF DVR:

The basic circuit of DVR connected system is shown in fig-1. DVR is connected between supply and critical load through the series injection transformer. DVR consists of a voltage source inverter (VSC). DVR can inject the voltage such that load voltage is in constant magnitude and supply voltage is not constant.

Fig-1: Basic circuit of DVR

Phasor diagram of the voltage injection schemes[4] is shown in fig-2. \( V_L \) is the voltage across the critical load when voltage sag occur. During the voltage sag, voltage is reduced to \( V_S \) with a phase angle \( \theta \). Now DVR can inject the voltage such that load voltage is maintained constant. From the diagram, \( V_{inj1} \) is the injection voltage of DVR such that it is in phase with the supply voltage. \( V_{inj2} \) is the
injection voltage such that load voltage magnitude remains constant but leads the supply voltage \( V_s \) by a small angle. \( V_{ij3} \) is the injected voltage at which load voltage remains constant. \( V_{ij4} \) is the injected voltage where the voltage is in quadrature with the current. In this case, self-supported DVR is used, in the first case minimum possible rating is achieved, then DVR is operated with a battery storage system.

3. CONTROL OF DVR USING PI CONTROLLER

DVR can compensate the harmonics or voltage sags by injecting or absorbing the real or reactive power. When injected voltage and current is 90 degrees out of phase the compensation is made by injecting reactive power, then self-supported DVR is used. When voltage and current are in the same phase, then compensation is made by using real power, then DVR is operated with battery storage.

3.1 control of DVR with in-phase injection voltage using Battery energy storage system (BESS)

The control block of DVR with in-phase injection scheme with BESS is shown in fig.4. The voltage, at PCC \( V_s \) and the load terminal voltage \( V_L \), are sensed for deriving IGBT gate signals. Load voltages, reference load voltages, and the voltage at PCC \( V_s \) are converted into rotating reference frame using park's transformation.

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{Dd} &= V_{sd} - V_{Ld} \\
V_{Dq} &= V_{sa} - V_{Lq}
\end{align*}
\]

DVR voltages are given by
\[
\begin{align*}
V_{Dd} &= V_{sd} - V_{Ld} \\
V_{Dq} &= V_{sa} - V_{Lq}
\end{align*}
\]

The reference load voltages are obtained in rotating reference frame by
\[
\begin{align*}
V^*_{Dd} &= V^*_{sd} - V_{Ld} \\
V^*_{Dq} &= V^*_{sa} - V_{Lq}
\end{align*}
\]

The error between the reference and actual DVR voltages is regulated using two proportional-integral controllers. The reference DVR voltages are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{bmatrix} V^*_{d0} \\ V^*_{d1} \end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\Theta) & \sin(\Theta - \frac{\pi}{2}) \\
\cos(\Theta - \frac{\pi}{2}) & \sin(\Theta)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
V^*_{Dd} \\ V^*_{Dq}
\end{bmatrix} \\
&\begin{bmatrix} V^*_{d0} \\ V^*_{d1} \end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\Theta) & \sin(\Theta - \frac{\pi}{2}) \\
\cos(\Theta - \frac{\pi}{2}) & \sin(\Theta)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
V \times D_{d} \\ V \times D_{q}
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

The actual and reference DVR voltages are given to pulse width modulation (PWM) controller to generate gating signals to a VSC of the DVR.
3.2 control of self-supported DVR

The control block of self-supported DVR system is shown in fig-5. Low pass filter is used to eliminate ripples in the injected voltage. The d-axis and q-axis components are given by

\[ V_d = V_{d_{dc}} + V_{d_{ac}} \]
\[ V_q = V_{q_{dc}} + V_{q_{ac}} \]

To maintained dc bus voltage of capacitor which is connected to self-supported DVR system, a PI controller is used at the dc bus voltage of the DVR.

\[ V_{cap(n)} = V_{cap(n-1)} + K_p(V_{d_{dc}}(n) - V_{d_{dc}(n-1)}) + K_i V_{dc(n)} \]

where \( V_{d_{dc}(n)} - V_{d_{dc}(n-1)} \) is the error between the reference \( V_{d_{dc}} \) and sensed dc voltages \( V_{d_{dc}} \) at the nth sampling instant, \( K_p \) and \( K_i \) are the proportional and integral gains of the dc bus voltage PI controller.

The d-axis load voltage is given by \( V_d = V_{d_{dc}} - V_{cap} \)

\[ V_L = (2/3)^{1/2}(V_{La}^2 + V_{Lb}^2 + V_{Lc}^2)^{1/2} \]

PI controller is used to regulating the reference value

\[ V_{q(r)} = V_{q(r-1)} + K_p(V_{te(n)} - V_{te(n-1)}) + K_i V_{te(n)} \]

Here \( V_{te(n)} = V_L - V_{L(n)} \), \( K_p \) and \( K_i \) are the proportional and integral gains of the PI controller.

The reference load quadrature axis voltage is given by

\[ V_{q*} = V_{q_{dc}} + V_{q_{ac}} \]

The reference load voltages are obtained from park’s transformation. The gating signals are given to VSC of the DVR.

3.3 Energy Storage Unit:

Various devices like Flywheels, Lead acid batteries, Super Capacitors and Superconducting Magnetic energy storage system can be used as energy storage devices. These devices can provide the desired real power through the energy storage units during voltage sag condition. The amount of active power supplied by the energy storage device is an important one, as it decides the compensation ability of DVR. Among all energy storage units, lead batteries are popular because of their high response during charging and discharging. The discharge rate mainly depends on the chemical reaction rate of the battery. Based on this discharge rate the available energy inside the battery is determined.

3.4 Total harmonic distortion

THD is defined as the ratio of root mean square value of all harmonic components of a signal to the fundamental component. Nonlinear loads are the main cause of harmonic voltages, because of these harmonics power quality problems may occur in a power system resulting in heating in the equipment and conductors, torque pulsations in motors and misfiring in variable speed drive. So we have to eliminate these harmonics. Harmonics may increase the current in the power system network. This is mainly in case of the 3rd harmonic component, which causes a sudden increase in zero sequence current, and increases the current in the neutral conductor. Harmonics have the frequencies that are integral multiples of fundamental frequencies of a signal. If the fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, the 3rd and 5th harmonics are 150Hzs and 250Hzs respectively. so we have to maintain the THD value as low as possible.
4. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER

The problems associated with traditional PI control are solved by using improved fuzzy logic controller. PI controllers are difficult to control because of tuning method. The advantage of the fuzzy logic controller is to achieve good operation by the variation of parameters. The primary graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in fig-6. GUI guide you through the movements of fuzzy prompting system plot. The FIS Editor handles the strange state issues for the system.

We can use the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox programming with MATLAB specific figuring programming as an instrument for dealing with issues with the soft method of reasoning. Better performance can be observed using the fuzzy logic controller for power quality improvement. The instability can be eliminated by using the fuzzy tool. Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC), approaching the human reasoning that makes use of the uncertainty, tolerance, and fuzziness in the decision-making process and manages to propose a very satisfactory operation, without the need of a complex mathematical model of the system, just by integrating the human knowledge with fuzzy rules. In addition, it has essential abilities to deal with inaccurate or noisy data; thus it is able to develop its control capability to those operating conditions where linear control techniques fail i.e., large parameter variations. Conceptually, fuzzy logic controllers are very simple as shown fig-7.

Fig-6: The Primary GUI Tools of the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox

The fuzzy logic is the relative importance of exactness.

5. SIMULATION MODEL

![Simulation Model of DVR Connected System](image)

We can use the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox programming with MATLAB specific figuring programming as an instrument for dealing with issues with the soft method of reasoning. Better performance can be observed using the fuzzy logic controller for power quality improvement. The instability can be eliminated by using the fuzzy tool. Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC), approaching the human reasoning that makes use of the uncertainty, tolerance, and fuzziness in the decision-making process and manages to propose a very satisfactory operation, without the need of a complex mathematical model of the system, just by integrating the human knowledge with fuzzy rules. In addition, it has essential abilities to deal with inaccurate or noisy data; thus it is able to develop its control capability to those operating conditions where linear control techniques fail i.e., large parameter variations. Conceptually, fuzzy logic controllers are very simple as shown fig-7.

Fig-7 Structure of Fuzzy Logic Controller
6. RESULTS

Fig-9. The Performance of DVR during harmonics in supply voltage.

Fig-9. shows the compensation of harmonics in supply voltage. At 0.2 s harmonics occur up to 5 cycles. DVR is injected a compensation voltage to the system and load voltage is regulated to a constant amplitude.

Fig-10. Source voltage, DVR voltage, Load voltage under Voltage Sag

Fig-10. shows the dynamic performance of the system under voltage sag. At 0.2 s voltage sag occur up to 5 cycles. DVR is injected a compensation voltage to the system and load voltage is regulated to a constant amplitude.

Fig-11. Source voltage, DVR voltage, Load voltage under Voltage Sag

Fig-11. shows the dynamic performance of the system under voltage swell. At 0.5 s voltage swell occur up to 5 cycles. DVR is injected a compensation voltage to the system and load voltage is regulated to a constant amplitude.

Fig-12. source voltage, DVR voltage, load voltage under voltage sag and swell.
Fig-13. PCC voltage $V_s$, Load voltages $V_L$, Supply Current $I_s$

**THDs for PI controller**

Fig-14. harmonic spectrum of PCC voltage ($V_s$) during the disturbance

Fig-15. harmonic spectrum of load voltage ($V_L$) during the disturbance

Fig-16. harmonic spectrum of supply current ($I_s$) during the disturbance.

**THDs for FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER**

Fig-16. harmonic spectrum of PCC voltage ($V_s$) during the disturbance
CONCLUSION:

The fuzzy logic based DVR can give better performance in harmonics elimination and improve the power quality. The results were compared to PI controller. By using the fuzzy controller, we can reduce the THD value not exceeding 1%. Different voltage injection schemes are analyzed for DVR. The in phase injection voltage scheme gives the minimum possible rating of DVR. SRF theory is used to convert the vectors from stationary frame to rotating reference frame.
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